How Modern Technology
Is Helping Legal
Solve Today’s Challenges

The COVID-19 pandemic
brought about massive
upheaval in the legal
industry, like many others.
The time is right for law
firms and corporate legal
departments to digitally
transform… for good.
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technology spend
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Top three areas technology is currently
helping legal departments:
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Is it enough?
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Implement new
technology
solutions

Automate legal
processes
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Top requirement for
adopting legal technology:

EASE OF USE
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The need for digital transformation
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of corporate legal
departments say
it’s important the
law firms they work
with fully leverage
technology

of firms investing
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to support firm
operations and client
work

or fewer law firms
believe their firms
are very prepared
when it comes to key
technology, client focus,
organizational,
and staffing issues
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Today’s smart technology can expedite
e-discovery, matter management, and document
review
Advanced cognitive skills

Searchable document formats

AUTOMATED DOCUMENT UNDERSTANDING
Artificial intelligence

Machine learning

Edit and update any document format

Automated batch processing

Compare, collaborate, redact

Do more with less.
ABBYY helps legal professionals focus more on practicing law and less on administrative
tasks by automating the intake, processing, and analysis of legal documents.
Learn more at
https://www.abbyy.com/solutions/legal

